FOLLOW-UP NUMBER ONE TO USA-32

SPOT REPORT ZH/VV/074-66,0714012 AUGUST 1966. HANOI NAVALLE MENTIONS CAPTURED PILOT DURING THE MORNING OF 7 AUGUST, AT APPROXIMATELY 0219. THE DRV SAX COHT AT HANOI, IN A CONVERSATION WITH AN UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER, RELAYED INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM A PORTABLE VISUALOR TO THE EFFECT THAT A PILOT HAD BEEN CAPTURED. NEITHER THE METHOD BY WHICH THE AIRCRAFT WAS DOWNED, THOR ITS LN WAS DISCLOSED IN MATERIAL PRESENTLY AVAILABLE. COMMENTS: IT IS PRESUMED THAT THE CAPTURED PILOT WAS A U.S. PILOT PARTICIPATING IN AN AIR STRIKE OVER THE DRV.

SINCE DRV SAX-ASSOCIATED COMMUNICATIONS HAE PREVIOUSLY REFLECTED SHIPS BY BOTH SNS AND CONVENTIONAL AAA, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT EITHER METHOD AY HAE BEEN USED 258 HHH
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